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About your presenter (for the 1st hour)
Digital Curation Librarian
I have been a -

● Project Manager

● Stakeholder

● Team Member 



We’re going to cover:

● What is a project manager

● What is a stakeholder

● What is a project charter

● What is scope

● What is risk assessment



Let’s start with 
What is a Project?



Project =
Temporary endeavor to create a unique .. 

● Product

● Service

● Result



Project 
How does it happen?

Ideas Situations Changes

Evaluation

Projects



What is a
Project Manager?
Creates an effective set of plans that scope for stakeholders and team members :

● Work 

● Assignments

● Risks 



Project Manager
Responsibilities
● Provide leadership

○ Ask the right questions

○ Pose the right issues

○ Inspire the team members to find solutions

● Motivate

○ Keep risk manageable

● Facilitate

○ Guide the team by raising issues and challenges

○ Allow them to work together to develop solutions



Project Manager
Building a Team
“Often, the thing people remember most about working on a project is not the work 

itself, but rather the project team members with whom they worked.”

Building a team requires :

● Creating an atmosphere of fellowship in which people know each other, successes 

are encouraged, and growth is fostered.



Class Exercise, Project Manager
Selecting Team Members, Part I
We are finalizing project team resources for the Campus Services Improvement Project. All the departments are 

able to provide people to the project at the levels needed, except Marketing (person is on leave during entire 

project duration). Marketing has instead offered the following options. Which one is a better fit?

1. Terry - Marketing specialist. Terry is in the same role as person on leave, but for a different user group. 

Terry is new to campus, but has been involved in similar projects at other institutions in a marketing 

support role. Terry is generally responsible for the marketing to alumni relationship program. Terry is 

available to the project approximately 10 hours per week. Terry works on-site, full-time Monday, 

Wednesday, & Thursday.

2. Pat - Marketing specialist. Pat has been with the institution for many years & is very familiar with the 

marketing support materials. Pat is available to the project approximately 5 hours per week. Pat is not 

normally involved in this role, but is part of the marketing to students program. Pat works remotely every 

Monday and Friday, and half-days Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday.



Class Exercise, Project Manager
Selecting Team Members, Part II
More information:

● You are managing three other projects, & are not able to give this project more than 8 hours per week.

● The project needs to be completed as quickly as possible. It is starting late & there is no flexibility in the 

end-date, scope, or resources.

● Pat is a remote part-time worker with very little flexibility in work hours. Pat is a strong individual 

contributor, & is very effective working remotely. You have managed Pat before, & it required planning 

ahead for scheduling meetings. Pat is well-liked by other team members, & is considered easy to work 

with.

● You and Terry have worked together as peers on other projects. Terry is a strong individual contributor, 

but does not work effectively on teams because of being a very disruptive personality & blunt 

communication style. You have seen Terry question the project manager’s authority, expertise, & 

decisions.



What is a
Stakeholder?

Anyone with a vested interest in your project, those who can influence the project’s 

budget and future.

*Think of them as investors!



Stakeholder = 
Resources

● Funding ($$)

● Staffing

● Equipment



Stakeholder 
Examples
● Manager ($$, Staffing, Equipment)

● Board of Governor ($$)

● Dean ($$, Staffing, Equipment)

● Organization ($$, Staffing, Equipment)

● Faculty ($$)

● Curator (Collections)

● NEH, CLIR, Kress ($$)

● Etc.



Example @ NUL
Stakeholder ($$)



Stakeholder 
Analyze their interests

● Impact - How much does the project impact them? (High, medium, low)

● Influence - How much influence do they have over the project? (High, medium, low)

● What is important to them?

● How could they contribute to the project?

● How would they block the project?

● Have a strategy for engaging them.

*We will do an analysis during the practicum.



What is a
Project Charter?
“A brief document created by the project manager that clearly points out project’s 

scope, participants, benefits, and objectives.” (2-3 pages)

*Think of it as a proposal.



Project Charter 
When is it created?

● The planning stage

● Before the project kicks off

● Use it for buy-in from stakeholders

*The goal is to understand the purpose of the project.



Project Charter
How do you create one? 
● Meet with stakeholders

○ Schedule a meeting

○ Discuss conflicting opinions

● Create a draft by reviewing notes

○ Do this after the meeting

● Get approval for your project charter

○ Send it to key stakeholders, so they can review and approve it



Project Charter
Scope
Work that needs to be accomplished to deliver a product, service, or result

● Series of steps =

○ Planning - defining work that needs to be done

○ Controlling - monitoring scope creep, disapproving or approving changes

○ Closing - assessment of outcomes against original plan



Project Charter
Scope
The Project Manager should have these clearly stated in a charter

● Goals 

● Deliverables

● Tasks 

● Deadlines



Project Charter
Deliverables
Tangible or intangible product, service, or result, produced as result of project.

Create SMART objectives :

● Specific

● Measureable

● Achievable

● Relevant

● Time-bound

*Think of these as building blocks!



Example @ NUL
Evolution of Project Charter

Pre-2013 = No charters

2013 (see next slide)

2014 (see next slide)

2017 = Database time!



Example @ NUL 2013
Evolution of Project Charter



Example @ NUL 2014
Evolution of Project Charter



Example @ NUL
Database



Example @ NUL
Database



Exercise time! (10 min)
Let’s make Project Charters

Yes, paper handouts :)

1. Pair off into groups of three

2. Come up with a project

3. Fill out the form

4. Report out

*Let’s first create one as a group.

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Wbu9xLZufon2zf7tW-auWgjQbeb0qAiUzgKMGMWTx6I/edit?usp=sharing


Risk
What is it?
Risk is the chance of something going wrong that prevents completing the project 

objectives

Three conditions to a risk:

○ The potential for loss must exist (L)

○ There is uncertainty around the outcome (U)

○ Some choice or decision is required to deal (C)



Risk
Relevant terms
● Probability - likelihood that the consequence will occur

● Impact - the effect of an unacceptable outcome

● Exposure - measure of magnitude of a risk based on (Probability x Impact)

● Milestones - date where a decision needs to be made or work complete

● Opportunity - chance of a good outcome

● Opportunity cost - loss of a missed opportunity



Risk 
Assessment
“Systematic process of identifying, analyzing, and responding to project risk.”



Risk 
Management
A systematic approach for minimizing exposure to potential losses

It requires:

● Continuously assessing what could go wrong

● Determining which risks to address

● Taking action to address risks and minimizing impact to the project



Risk Management 
Why is it important?

● Risk is inherent in all projects

● By managing risk, likelihood of occurrence and impact to a project can be reduced

● As a project manager, it is your responsibility to ensure that your project is 

exposed to minimum risk



Risk Management 
Planning
● To manage risk successfully, you need to maintain a focus on 

○ People

○ Process

○ Implementation

○ Infrastructure



Exercise time!
Risk Assessment 

Stakeholders

“The year is 2057, the sun is dying and |mankind| faces extinction. Earth’s last 

hope rests with a crew of |eight experts| on a mission to |ignite the fading star with 

a device that could revive it|. (There has already been one failed attempt to do 

this.”)

Team members Product/Service/Result

Sunshine 
(This is available via streaming services)



Half time
Stand up and stretch! 

https://dc.library.northwestern.edu/items/f1475999-f43c-4841-be1a-6bebb7c6d338

https://dc.library.northwestern.edu/items/f1475999-f43c-4841-be1a-6bebb7c6d338


About your presenter (for the 2nd hour)
Digital Services Librarian
I have been a -

● Stakeholder

● Project Manager

● Team Member



We’re going to cover:

● Tasks, roles and workflow design

● Documentation of the project as it’s happening

● Closing or sunsetting a project



Questions to ask before beginning

● What are the primary characteristics of your project?

● What needs to be done and by whom?

● What activities are dependent on each other?

● How & Where do you track work?

● How do you communicate updates?

● What are the potential fail points?

○ Availability

○ Timing



What should happen before beginning

● Outline the steps - list of tasks

● Outline the team players

○ Expertise

○ Availability

● Consider what might be most important to document

● Consider what tools to use to communicate and document what is necessary



Tasks & Roles

● Where have we seen this before? The kitchen!

● Brigade System (Yes, chef!)

○ Invented to streamline the roles of the kitchen

○ Standardized way to communicate when working

○ Solid lines of where one role/set of tasks stops and another starts



Tasks & Roles
“The brigade is only supposed to 

make everyone’s life simple, easy, 

and comfortable. It is neither 

abusive nor nice; it’s neutral. It is a 

machine that can put hot, clean, 

delicious plates in front of the 

right person in a timely manner. 

That’s why the brigade was 

invented and continues to be used 

today.”

Visual originally found at 
http://luckypeach.com/the-kitchen-brigade-eric-ripert-auguste-escoffier/



Tasks & Roles: What if we didn’t prep?

● Overcooked! Video game

○ 4 team members

○ Need for division of tasks

○ Clear handoffs

○ Clear communication

○ Let’s jump in without planning

○ https://youtu.be/BKhcFQm9iss?t=18m17s 

https://youtu.be/BKhcFQm9iss?t=18m17s


https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BzlNSGPCkJlTY2pBenphOE1pNFk/preview


Tasks & Roles = Workflow

Prep & 
Chop

Cook & 
Place

Assemble 
& Deliver

Dishes & 
Buns

Call out order Get & Chop Handoff

Get meat Cook meat Place meat

Get veggies Place veggies Deliver burger

Place plates Place Buns Get plates Wash plates



Tasks & Roles: And if we did prep?

● Let’s see it working well…

○ https://youtu.be/wNE-juAGYsI?t=2m

https://youtu.be/wNE-juAGYsI?t=2m


https://docs.google.com/file/d/0BzlNSGPCkJlTNnIyVFdMQUFnT2M/preview


Tasks & Roles = Workflow

● Establish a team with knowledge of the process to create the map. The team 

should include those who carry out the steps in the process.

● Start with a sketch

● Be as detailed as necessary - for what works for your team

● Many ways to do this:

○ Great presentation: DLF Forum 2016 “Finding the Balance: a Discussion of 6 Digital Library 

Workflows”. https://osf.io/huaq2/

https://osf.io/huaq2/


Courtesy of UC San Diego (Cristela Garcia-Spitz), Duke (Molly Bragg), MIT (Kari Smith), Emory (Emily Porter). 



In real life:  University of Wisconsin

● UW Digital Collections Center

○ Constant ongoing projects in consistent models

○ Overlapping timelines

○ Distinct units which make up the team

○ Centralized documentation

○ Standardized communication during handoffs

○ Standardized production meetings



Overall project workflow outlined at University of Wisconsin Digital Collections Center



UWDCC Basic Reformatting Workflow

Multiple copies 
(TIFFs) on HD 

array & in 
Fedora

RAW image 
“original scan”

TIFF image 
“master file”

JPEG and/or 
JPEG2000 

images

Plain text files

Metadata 
completed

Material 
Scanned

Images 
exported,  
cropped & 

quality 
control 

performed

Web 
derivatives 

created         

Optical 
character 

recognition 
(OCR) text 
generated 

(EFacs only)

Web 
derivatives & 

OCR text 
uploaded to 

test 
environment

Quality 
control 

completed 
by Metadata

Files queued 
for archiving 
to hard drive 

array

Corrections as needed

Plain text files

JPEG and/or 
JPEG2000 

images

Handoff logged - date & 
by whom.
Email generated: “[Batch] 
is ready for reformatting”

Handoff logged - date & 
by whom.
Email generated: “[Batch] 
is ready for QC”

Reformatting Unit Task

Metadata Unit Task

Artefact Created

Handoff / 
Communication Point

Scanned by whom logged 
in a spreadsheet. Task 
performed logged in 
database.

Cropped by whom logged 
in a spreadsheet. Task 
performed logged in 
database.



Documentation Something for every step

● What we document

○ Cost estimates

○ Project notes/description

○ Production notes

○ Tasks logs

○ Handoff dates

○ Production stats

● Tools used

○ FileMaker Pro

○ Google Sites

○ Google Sheets

○ Email

○ Network storage (central project folder)





University of Wisconsin Digital Collections Center Project Management Database in FileMaker Pro - Project Phase layout



University of Wisconsin Digital Collections Center Project Management Database in FileMaker Pro - Project Phase layout - phase stage detail



University of Wisconsin Digital Collections Center Project Management Database in FileMaker Pro - Project Phases in process summary report



Other tools for tracking projects

● Whiteboards

● Spreadsheets

● Web applications such as Trello











Courtesy of Lindsey Memory from BYU. 



Closing a project: It’s important

● Confirm deliverables

○ Project should be live

○ Assets delivered to project partners

● Clean up

○ Get your files to their final resting place

● Complete documentation

○ Make notes to future selves about results or anomalies

○ Make notes of what went well and what didn’t

● Celebrate!

○ Have a party!

○ Promote on social media



Lunch || 60 minutes



Project Design Practicum
SEI 2019

Nicole Finzer, Digital Curation Librarian

Jesse Henderson, Digital Services Librarian



Let’s Design a Project
● Divide into 7 groups of fairly equal numbers (4 or 5 each)

● One representative come up and get a scenario

● Read your scenarios together. You are either:

○ Planning an event

○ Revamping an existing service and/or service location

○ Launching a new committee or service



Exercise 1
Stakeholders
Think about who all the stakeholders might be.                                                                                 

Ask these questions related to each stakeholder:

● Interest: How much does the project affect them?

● Influence: How much do they have?

● What’s important to the stakeholder?

● How could the stakeholder contribute to the project?

● How could the stakeholder block the project?

● What is the best way to engage the stakeholder?

*Create something like this: Stakeholder Management Template

10 min. with 5 min. report out.

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1q6NmKe2M_xiANIZoapAofgQ-muFK2q2F1010wsZZ3ys/edit?usp=sharing


Exercise 2
Tasks, Roles, & Workflow

Think of what the tasks might be to accomplish this project, and what roles/expertise 

are needed. List them, exhaustively, on post it notes at your table. Next begin grouping 

them to start something that looks like a swimlane workflow.

10+ min. with 5 min. report out.



Exercise 3
Project Completion
You’ve been given a random result of your project. What could be done now to close 

out this project?

5 min. with 5 min. report out



Many thanks!


